Trondheim is one of the fastest growing cities in Norway. Compared with Asian cities, it is still a small city with 180,000 inhabitants and 30,000 students. Like most modern cities growing rapidly, Trondheim is struggling with the same problems as many other modern cities in strong growth. Gentrification, where former working class area are being transformed into neighborhoods of more affluent populations pose a threat to artists and cultural workers who traditionally have workshops and rehearsal rooms for a small amount of money in old houses in older neighborhoods and industrial areas. Now threatens urban development art and cultural life in Trondheim. To remedy this negative development, artists and cultural workers together with the university develop projects that will safeguard art and culture-productions. Some of these projects are opening for new ways to meet the public. Artist and cultural workers are making greater use of new arenas to trinket out town and make art production more visible and more accessible.

The presentation today will discuss various cooperation projects between the university, urban office and artists who intend to develop and preserve Trondheim as a city of culture. The focus for the presentation is how cultural actors can be a driving force in urban development.
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